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Report: The experiment aimed to study battery cycling of bismuth molybdate and vanadate 

against sodium. The experiment was successful in terms of data collection, with four cells 

measured under working conditions in the new version of the Oslo/ID15 battery XRD-CT 

sample container (figure 1 left panel). Making the sample container from quartz significantly 

eased the process of tomographic reconstruction compared to the original Teflon walls. The 

glassy carbon contact rods were also a major improvement (compared with the previous 

aluminium rods), ensuring a flat platform for the electrode and good electrical contact as well 

as a clear starting point for measurements. The second cell measured (Bi molybdate vs Li) 

cycled much faster than expected as it was difficult to determine the small mass of electrode 

material (0.1-0.3 mg) with the balance available in the electrochemistry. This may mean that 

the data are not useful due to insufficient time resolution. A 7-place balance would be useful 

in future. Around 40 post mortem capillary samples were also measured as references, giving 

high quality PDF data. 

 

The new (Python based) data processing programs being developed at ID15 worked well and 

all tomographic reconstructions were completed shortly after the experiment. PDF conversion 

scripts have just been completed (the data shown in fig. 1 used an early version of the script 

which could only average voxels over a square within the circular tomogram). 

 

Preliminary data analysis on the first operando dataset indicates that we will be able to extract 

information from the data using both Rietveld and PDF methods. The right panel of figure 1 

shows PDFs from the start and end of the first sodiation of bismuth molybdate along with a 

sample PDF of “Super-P” carbon, the other main component of the anode material. The main 



features due to “Super-P” at ca 1.5 and 2.4 Å are easily picked out in the operando data, 

giving a reference indicating the reliability of the PDF conversion. In the sodiated PDF peaks 

at ca. 3.1 and 3.4 Å correspond to Na-Bi distances in Na3Bi, while 5.1 and 5.5 Å peaks fit 

with the Bi-Bi contacts. The PDF of the initial bismuth molybdate has strong peaks at around 

4 Å related to the Mo-Bi distances and other peaks at shorter radial distances which clearly fit 

with the Mo-O and Bi-O bond lengths. We can also see from PDFs over a longer radial range 

(not shown) the transition from crystalline bismuth molybdate to amorphous Na3Bi/sodium 

molybdate with no PDF peaks beyond 10 Å. 

 
Figure 1. The new XRD/PDF-CT battery sample holder (left); Example PDF data for bismuth 

molybdate vs sodium, first sodiation, first pass PDF conversion (right). 

 

Rietveld analysis of the same dataset has allowed us to determine phase fractions of the 

crystalline and, unexpectedly, some amorphous phases using the methods described in our 

earlier paper for Bismuth sulfide
1
. 

 
Figure 2 Rietveld fit for bismuth molybdate (left) and phase fractions from Rietveld QPA for 

the intial part of the first sodiation of bismuth molybdate (right) 

 

We expect to have the final version of the PDF data soon and will be able to complete the 

data processing. 
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